Survey of Illgill Head
31 July 2018
The Team:
Surveyors – John Barnard, Jim Bloomer and Graham Jackson
Guests – John and Anne Nuttall
1) Introduction
Illgill Head (Hill number 2454, Section 34B, OS 1:50000 Map 89 and OS 1:25000 Map OL6N,
Grid Ref NY168049) is listed as a Marilyn, Simm, Dewey, Wainwright, Birkett, Synge and
Fellranger in the Database of British and Irish Hills (it should be noted that the Wainwright top is
300m to the West at NY165048). The hill has a spot height of 609m on the 1:50k, 1:25k and 1:10k
maps and so falls one metre short of qualifying for the Nuttall’s list of 2000ft mountains of England
and Wales. The Wainwright top to the West has a spot height of 604m. The purpose of this survey
was to obtain an accurate height for the summit of Illgill Head using a survey grade Leica Viva
GS15 Professional GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) receiver to determine its eligibility
as a 2000ft mountain.
2) Equipment used and Conditions for Survey
The summit positions were identified using a Leica NA730 Professional Automatic level (X30
telescopic system)/tripod system and a “1m” E-staff extendable to 5m as required by Ordnance
Survey.
Absolute heights were measured using a Leica Geosystems Viva GS15 Professional receiver. This
instrument is dual-frequency and multi-channel, which means it is capable of locking on to a
maximum of 12 GPS and 8 GLONASS satellites as availability dictates, and receives two signals
(at different frequencies) from each of these satellites. The latter feature reduces inaccuracies that
result from atmospheric degradation of the satellite signals. As a stand-alone instrument it is
capable of giving position and height to an accuracy of about two metres and five metres
respectively. Despite the on-board features of the Viva GS15 receiver, there are still sources that
create residual errors. To obtain accurate positions (+/- 0.01m) and heights (+/-0.05m), corrections
were made to the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) data via imported RINEX data from
Ordnance Survey and this dataset was post-processed using Leica Geo Office 8.3 software.
Confirmation of heights was carried out by Mark Greaves, Geodetic Analyst of Ordnance Survey.
Conditions for the surveys, which took place between 11.30hrs and 14.30hrs BST on 1 August
2018, were good. The temperature was 13 - 15 degrees Celsius. The wind on the summit was brisk
at 20 – 25mph although strengthening slightly during the afternoon. The sky was clear initially but
overcast later in the survey. The cloud-base was always above the summit.
3) Character of the Hill
Illgill Head lies above Wast Water on the South-East side of the lake and the steep slopes of the
mountain form part of the Wasdale screes, which tumble precipitously to the shoreline. The
obvious route to the summit starts at the northern end of Wastwater where a track leads over the
Lingmell Beck. The track is soon left where a footpath strikes up to the summit of Illgill Head, a
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continuous ascent of nearly 550m. Our approach was from the A595 and so we chose the road end
in Miterdale , where there is a small car park. The road up Miterdale is not signposted and is very
narrow, it being just a car’s width for most of its 1.5km length. Nevertheless, it provides an
excellent starting point for the ascent of Illgill Head. The public road terminates just before a
bridge over the River Mite where there is parking for several cars. From the parking area a vehicle
track leads over the bridge and to Low Place farm, a kilometre further up the valley. After the farm
the track becomes a wide path which ascends the grassy lower slopes of Tongue Moor. An
unmarked path on the 1:50k map then leads through field gates to the col between Tongue Moor
and Illgill Head. At this point the path is left behind and a steep grassy climb of just over 200m of
height is tackled to the summit of Illgill Head.
4) Survey of the Summit of Illgill Head
The first task for the survey team was to determine the position of the summit. Previous visitors
have identified a boulder bearing a small cairn as the summit, while a rock 30m north-east is
recorded as being as high. An Abney level was used in this earlier determination. The Leica
NA730 level was set up about 4m metres away from the boulder bearing the small cairn and staff
readings were taken on several potential summit positions. These are recorded below:
Boulder with small cairn = 0.383m
Rock on bearing of 60 degrees and 30m away from boulder with small cairn = 0.345m
Rock 4m West of boulder with small cairn = 0.431m
Boulder by windshelter 100m NNE of boulder with small cairn = 0.95m
Ground on bearing of 300 degrees and c. 35m from boulder with small cairn = 1.795m
The Leica NA730 level was also directed towards the Wainwright cairn which was 320m WSW of
our position. It was clearly at least 4m lower than the position of the Leica NA730 level and
consequently was not considered further.
The highest point of Illgill Head is the rock 30m away from the boulder with the small cairn and on
a bearing of 60 degrees. It is 0.04m higher than the boulder with the small cairn.
The rock 4m West of the boulder with small cairn is 0.05m lower.
The boulder by the windshelter 100m to the NNE is 0.57m lower
The low ridge of ground on a bearing of 300 degrees and about 30m away is 1.4m lower
Ten figure grid references for these features recorded with hand-held Garmin receivers were:
Boulder with small cairn
Garmin Oregon 450

NY 16874 04910

Accuracy: 4

Height: 614m

Rock 30m from boulder with small cairn
Garmin Oregon 450
NY 16896 04924

Accuracy: 4

Height: 616m

Boulder by windshelter
Garmin Oregon 450

Accuracy: 3

Height: 616m

NY 16904 05022

These grid references have not been converted to OSTN15.
The diagram below illustrates the summit topography.
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The Leica Viva GS15 was set up over the summit using the short tripod configuration (see photo in
Appendix 1). The height of the receiver above the ground was then measured with the integral tape.
The vertical offset from measuring point to the ground was 0.363m plus 0.255m for the
tribrach/hook system. GNSS data were collected for 2hr with an epoch time of 15 seconds.
4.1) Results for the Summit of Illgill Head
The data for the Leica Viva GS15 were processed in Leica GeoOffice 8.3 using the ten nearest base
stations: (St Bees – STBE 21km, Shap – SHAP 41km, Carlisle – CARL 57km, Kirkcudbright –
KIRK 67km, Blackpool - BLAP, 74km, Giggleswick – GIGG 75km, Wearhead – WEAR 78km,
Eskdalemir – ESKD 99km, Catterick – CATT 103km and Stranraer – STRN 104km). We used
Broadcast Ephemeris data received by the GPS during the survey rather than Precise Ephemeris
data, since we have found this makes little difference to the height results. The computed
Tropospheric model was chosen for the calculations to suit the data collection times and the wide
difference in height between the base stations and the summit of the mountain.
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As far as is possible, the base stations are evenly distributed around the survey points.
The results for Illgill Head are tabulated below:
System

Easting

error(1SD)

GS15

316896.460 0.002

Northing

error(1SD)

Height(m)

error(1SD)

504924.622

0.002

608.818

0.005

5) Summary of Operating Conditions

Variable

Illgill Head

Data collection summit (min)

126

Number of Base Stations used in
Processing for all points

10

Epoch Time (sec)

15

Tropospheric Model

Computed

Geoid Model

OSGM15

Cut off Angle (deg)

15

6) Discussion of Results
The position of Illgill Head was clearly defined and on an embedded rock. Consequently, we would
estimate the height uncertainty associated with its correct location to be +/-0.02m. The height
uncertainty associated with a 2hr dataset has been measured by us and is +/-0.05m for data
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processed in propriety software. The measurement uncertainty for the height of Illgill Head is
therefore (0.022 + 0.052)0.5 = +/-0.05m.
10) Summary of Heighting Results
Illgill Head was measured to be 608.8m+/-0.05m and the summit at Grid Reference *NY 16896
04924 is an embedded rock 30m from a boulder with small cairn and on a bearing of 60 degrees
from it.
*grid reference is OSTN15
John Barnard, Jim Bloomer & Graham Jackson, 17 August 2018
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Appendix 1

Leica Viva GS15 collecting data on the summit with the windshelter in the background

Team with Leica Viva GS15 collecting data on the summit of Illgill Head (Wainwright cairn is
visible in the far distance)
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Measuring the offset, 0.363m, for the Leica Viva GS15 on the summit of Illgill Head

Windshelter with Leica Viva GS15 on summit and boulder with cairn just visible on skyline
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Windshelter and adjacent boulders

The team waiting patiently during data collection with Leica Viva GS15 on skyline
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